Different animals employ different strategies for sampling sensory data. In animals that can see, differences in sampling strategy manifest themselves as differences in field of view and in spatially variant sampling (so-called foveal vision). In analyzing adaptive behavior in animals, or attempting to design autonomous robots, mechanisms for exploring variations in sensory sampling strategy will be required. This article describes our work exploring a minimal system for investigating the effects of variations in patterns of sensory sampling. We have reimplemented Wilson's animat (Wilson, 1985b) and then experimented with altering its sensory sampling pattern (i.e., its sensory field). Empirical results are presented which demonstrate that alterations in the sensory field pattern can have a significant effect on the animat's observable behavior. Analysis of our results involves characterizing the interaction between the animat's sensory field and the environment within which the animat resides. We found that the animat's observed behavior can, at least in part, be explained by the animat cautiously moving in a manner that attempts to maximize the generation of new information from the environment over time. We demonstrate that similar explanations can be offered for behavioral patterns in real animals. The article concludes with a discussion of the generality of the results and reflections on the prospects for further work.
Introduction z
In the natural world, a vast range of sensory sampling strategies have evolved to enable animals to engage in adaptive behavior. A sensory sampling strategy is a particular solution to the problem of extracting useful information from the environment, subject to certain constraints. Any situated agent (animal or robotic) will, by virtue of its situatedness, be subjected to a variety of physical phenomena that are potential bearers of useful information: Some examples are light, sound, heat, chemical concentrations, and magnetic fields. A perfect super-agent would be able to monitor all such phenomena with whatever precision is required. Real life is not so good:
The laws of nature and the costs of creating an agent (whether from flesh and blood or wires and wheels) impose constraints that cannot be overcome, so trade-offs occur and different strategies for sampling sensory information emerge. The ecological niche of an animal often imposes strong evolutionary pressures on how the trade-offs are resolved. 1 Although highly significant, relative allocations among different sensory modalities are not the only matter of concern with sensory sampling strategies. Within any particular single modality, there are potentially many factors to consider in devising good sampling strategies. For example, consider equipping a robot (or animal) with a sense of vision. Important sampling issues include angular resolution (what is the finest level of visual acuity required?); angular extent (should we use a wide-angle or telephoto angle of acceptance on the camera?); wavelength resolution (do we want monochrome or color images, and how about extremes such as infrared or ultraviolet?); focus (how near or far are objects of interest likely to be?); and aspect ratio (do we need to sample just a horizontal strip, or do we also want to see above and below the horizon?). Similar issues exist for other sensory modalities.
It should be clear by now that in either analyzing the sensory sampling strategy of an animal or devising a sensory sampling strategy for an artificial autonomous agent, there are a wide variety of issues to take into account. In both cases, intuitions and a priori notions may do more harm than good. If we are ever to succeed at either task, mechanisms for exploring the space of possible strategies will be of great value. This article reports our recent studies of the effects of varying the sensory sampling strategy in an elementary virtual autonomous agent, Wilson's animat (Wilson, 1985b) .
The animat, a simple virtual agent, exists in a cellular world and has (in comparison to a real animal) a small number of possible sensory inputs or behavioral outputs. The animat employs mechanisms, inspired by evolution and genetics, that lead to emergent adaptive behavior. In its original formulation, Wilson' s animat sampled its surroundings in a uniform manner. We have reimplemented Wilson's animat and then studied the effects of altering its sampling pattern or, as we call it, its sensory field. For reasons of brevity, we assume that the reader is familiar with the fundamentals of Wilson's work, although a brief overview is presented in section 3.1.
We found that varying the sensory field caused significant differences in both internal organization (i.e., relative distribution of classifier strengths) and observable behavior (i.e., proportion of moves in each direction over an animat's lifetime). Furthermore, we were intrigued to note that some animats developed adaptive behavior patterns that were comparable to behavior patterns witnessed in the hoverfly Syritta pipiens. These behaviors, in both the animat and the animal, were predictable from the hypothesis that for certain sensory field patterns, a strongly adaptive behavior is to move cautiously in a manner that attempts to maximize the amount of new information received over time. °T he work described here is empirical and pretheoretical. We have chosen Wilson' s animat primarily because it offers a convenient minimal system for study. We are acutely aware of the limitations of the path we have followed, especially of the highly idealized notions of perception and action involved. The limitations of our work to date are analyzed at the end of this article, where there is also discussion of possible future directions. . &dquo;
...,; ......
Rationale
The rationale for this study arises from our current major research project at the University of Sussex, which centers on evolving network control architectures for visually guided robots (for details see, for example, the article &dquo;Explorations in Evolutionary Robotics&dquo; in this issue). One of the major obstacles in this work is computational cost because, in the absence of suitable hardware, we use accurate physics simulations both for modeling the kinematics of the robot's iterations with its environment and for synthesizing visual input. Even with state-of-the-art computational resources, progress is relatively slow. To gain more rapid access to some of the fundamental issues in sensory sampling strategies, we have pursued these studies using Wilson's animat: The minimal nature and relative simplicity of the system makes proportionately fewer computational demands and thus allows for much more rapid progress. These advantages are not without costs. The work is subject to the perfectly valid criticisms leveled at such simple models, including (e.g., Brooks, 1992, pp. 4-5) the brittle (or nonexistent) dynamics of the cellular animat world, the absence of noise in sensors and effectors, and the relative ease with which perception and recognition become confused (cf. there is an object and there is some food ). As long as we remain highly aware of these issues, we are unlikely to make serious errors of judgment when interpreting the generality of the results.
Regardless of the simplified perceptual mechanisms involved in the Wilson animat, we view this work as dealing with issues in visual perception. Our approach to equipping robots with visual capabilities is significantly influenced by studies of vision in insects and other arthropods.2 Typically, the compound eyes of insects form images using relatively few photoreceptors (several orders of magnitude lower than the number of pixels in conventional computer vision images, which are, in turn, significantly smaller than the approximately 130 million photoreceptors in each human retina).
Despite the low pixel count, insects often are capable of exhibiting complex and sophisticated visually guided adaptive behaviors. Frequently, this is made possible by use of spatially variant sampling, in which the angular resolution of the pixels in the image is not uniform across the surface of the eye. Typically, there are a small . number of narrow-angle high-acuity photoreceptors that sample a restricted area of the visual field at high resolution, whereas the remaining majority of the pixels sample at a lower resolution but with a correspondingly wider acceptance angle. The animal's visual capabilities can thus be thought of as satisfying a particular trade-off among number of photoreceptors, visual resolution, and angular extent of the field of view (for further discussion, see Young, 1989, pp. 51-57) .
Spatially variant vision is not particular to arthropods. Many other animals, including humans and other primates, employ spatially variant sampling. In humans, it is more widely known as foveal vision, after the,fovea, a small pit in the center of the retina where the high-acuity photoreceptors are concentrated.
Our aim, then, was to alter Wilson's animat in ways inspired by foveal vision and to observe the results. There is an interesting historical point here: According to Goldberg (1989, p. 285), Wilson devised his animat as a simple system after experiencing complexity problems with classifier systems in his earlier studies of foveal vision (see Wilson 1983 Wilson , 1985a ). Wilson's work on foveal vision employed comparatively high resolution but, as far as we are aware, no work was done on the animat with anything other than the (uniform) sampling scheme described in Wilson's animat publications (Wilson, 1985b (Wilson, , 1986 .
Nonetheless, this history did not influence our decision to base our work on Wilson's. We could, in principle, have devised our own animat system, perhaps with a more complex environment or operating with a different adaptive algorithm. The great advantage of Wilson's system is that it is well documented and has been replicated by others (e.g., Roberts, 1989 Roberts, , 1991 ). If we had developed our own animat, there would always have been the hidden danger that some unforeseen interaction in the system could interfere with our interpretation of the results. Wilson's animat, being a sufficiently mature piece of research, was much less likely to be thus affected, and the results of other authors could be used as references in evaluating the performance of the animat as we altered its sensory field.
Figure 1
The environment woods7 (after Wilson [1985b, p. 20] ). The compass is arbitrary but is used in the text.
Experiments

Background
Wilson's animat exists in a regular rectangular grid of cells. It occupies one cell and can move from cell to cell within the grid. In the work discussed here, we have used a particular cellular environment, 58 columns by 18 rows, referred to as woods7 (Fig. 1 ). This environment was used also by Wilson in his work (Wilson, 1985b, p. 20; Goldberg, 1989, p. 286) . Each cell may be empty or contain food (represented as F in Fig. 1 ) or an obstacle (represented as T for tree). The position of the animat is represented by an asterisk (*). The animat can move by making a &dquo;step&dquo; into any one of the eight cells surrounding it, but it cannot step into a cell occupied by a T. If the animat steps on an F, it receives a reward of fixed amount (the payoff). The world has toroidal wraparound, so if, for example, an animat attempts to move south from the lowest row of the world, it reappears at the top row. The same principle applies, mutatis mutandis, to movement off the other edges. The next few paragraphs summarize the details of Wilson's work that are relevant to this article. In the interests of brevity, many important details are omitted, and the reader is referred to Wilson (1985b) and Roberts (1991) for full details.
The animat's initial position is a randomly chosen empty cell. At each position, the animat samples a sense-vector. The sense-vector is formed by examining the eight cells surrounding the animat. For each cell, two binary digits are returned: The first indicates whether the contents of the cell &dquo;smells of food&dquo; (true only of Fs), whereas the second indicates whether the contents of the cell are &dquo;opaque&dquo; (true of both Fs and Ts) (Fig. 2 ). It is this sampling of eight nearby cells that we refer to as the animat's sensory field. Table   shows correspondence between cell number, content (E = empty), and binary encoding.
The animat's control system is a large population of simple condition-action rules, called classifiers. The condition part of the classifier is a template against which the binary-encoded sense-vector (hereafter referred to as the bit-vector) is compared. The classifier's condition is the same length as the bit-vector, but it may have a wild-card marker at any position in the vector: Wild cards match to either a zero or a one. For a given sense-vector, a list is compiled of all matching classifiers in the population. Each classifier has a strength value associated with it. Initially, all classifiers have the same strength, but over time the strength of each classifier alters to reflect its usefulness in finding food. Each classifier also has an associated distance estimate, which indicates how many steps remain to food when the classifier is selected. The probability of a classifier being selected for action is proportional to the quotient of its strength and its distance estimate.
When the animat receives payoff for stepping onto food, the reward is distributed among the recently active classifiers, increasing their strengths on the basis of an implicit bucket-brigade algorithm (Wilson, 1985) . At the same time, the distance estimates are appropriately revised. After updating these values, there is a possibility that the classifier population will undergo some genetically inspired alteration. Finally, the animat is repositioned randomly to a blank cell somewhere in the environment, and the search for food recommences. The animat's performance is rated on the basis of the number of steps it takes to find food: A rolling average of the number of steps taken for each of the last 50 items of food found is recorded.
The animat's initial population of classifiers is randomly generated, and its initial performance is normally no better than random search but, over many food-finding cycles, the performance improves significantly. The rate at which performance im-proves, and the final average performance value arrived at, is dependent on finetuning a number of parameters, such as the initial strengths and distance estimates, or the ratio of initial strength to food-payoff strength (see Appendix A, Wilson [1985b] , Roberts [1991] for further details). Using woods7, we were able qualitatively to reproduce Wilson's published results. We were not concerned with quantitative reproduction, as the intention in this work is not necessarily to improve on the performance of Wilson's work but primarily to record any variations in performance brought about by changes in sensory field.
Approach
Our methods and the techniques we use to present our results are outlined next. Analyzing the environment, an essential move in interpreting subsequent results, is addressed. z 3.2.1 Methods and terms Before introducing variations in the sensory field, we ran control experiments-on e ni with the sensory field used by Wilson. In his publications, Wilson calls his animat *. To distinguish it from animats with other sensory fields, we refer to it from now on as *w. Our aim in performing control experiments was to elucidate the normal pattern of behavior of *w, so that we could identify any significant variations arising as a result of altering the sensory field. The mechanisms underlying adaptation in the animat are nondeterministic, and so it was necessary to observe the behavior of *w over a large number of trials and then calculate summary statistics. As was stated earlier, the performance of the animat improves over time, where time is measured in the number of food-items found. We tested *w over a number of trials, each test involving the animat's finding 8000 items of food. On each 8000-food test, our aim was to monitor the behavior of the animat once it had sufficiently &dquo;matured&dquo; such that it was performing efficient food-finding behavior. We did this by recording the movements of the animat over the last 2000 food-finding trials in each 8000-food test (i.e., the last 25 percent of its &dquo;lifetime&dquo;). Typically, the animat had developed a preference for consistently wandering in one or two of the eight possible directions, until a T or F came into view (i.e., until the bit-vector was not entirely composed of zeros). Once a T or F came into view, the animat would typically maneuver in order to move onto the food.
Because of this emergent preference, we repeated the 8000-food test 1200 times, starting each time with a fresh animat (i.e., one with a randomly initialized classifier system). For each of the 1200 animats with the *w sensory field, we recorded the moves made over the last 2000 food-finding tasks in the animat's lifetime.
Figure 3
Illustration of the proportion of moves made by *w m each of the eight directions over 1200 X 2000 food-finding tasks. The length of the vector in each direction indicates the number of moves made in that direction (as a proportion of the total number of monitored moves). The octagon is provided for reference: If the proportion of movements in each direction were identical, the endpoints of each vector would touch the edge of the octagon.
Reviewing the results from 1200 *w animats, we found that the preferred direction varied from animat to animat. However, our primary interest is at the population level (i.e., the expected average behavior of the mature animat with a particular sensory field). To this end, we present here only the average behavior witnessed in the 1200 x 2000 monitored food trials.3 We calculated average behavior by counting how many of the monitored movements were made in each of the eight directions and then dividing the count for each direction by the total number of moves recorded. This tells us the proportion of moves in each direction made by the 1200 mature animats. The results for *w are illustrated in Figure 3 .
It is this statistic that forms the basis of comparison in our analysis of the effects of varying the sensory field in ways inspired by foveal vision. However, in determining the average behavior of a population of animats, we found that explanation was not possible without some characterization of the environment in which the animats were situated.
3.2.2 Analysis of the environment Examination of the woods7 environment indicates that, although it is not highly ordered, there are some observable regularities. The distance from any F cell to its nearest neighboring F cell is fairly constant, and each F cell has two T cells immediately adjacent. Such environmental regularities are likely to be exploited by the animat's adaptation mechanisms. For example, if a Figure 4 Least distance to food for each location in the environment woods7.
of animats (where average is used in the sense defined previously). One might naively expect that the movements of mature *w animats should, on average, show no bias for any particular direction, given that there is no directional bias in the sensory field, but this is not the case.
Rather, as can be seen from Figure 3 , we found nonuniformities in the distribution of recorded moves (e.g., the proportion of north-south movements was smaller than the proportion of movements in other directions). This may not be explained simply as sampling error. Instead, it can be explained by considering results that would be expected of an ideal animat, which always moves in the shortest path towards F cells. To gain insight into the expected ideal behavior, we analyzed woods 7 by calculating the minimum number of moves required to find food from each cell in the environment. A simple iterative procedure achieves this.' Results are shown in Having derived the distance-to-food map, we examined each cell (excluding T and F cells) and determined in which direction(s) a step would reduce the distance to food (in many cells, there is more than one such direction). For each direction that reduces food-distance, we incremented a counter. When each cell had been processed in this fashion, we divided the count for each direction by the sum of all the counts, giving a proportion of best-possible-moves score for each direction. The relative proportions are shown in Figure 5 . As can be seen, the population average for an ideal mature animat would show a bias for diagonal movements, with comparatively few north-south movements expected. Comparison of this ideal with the results from *w (see Fig. 3 ) indicates a qualitative similarity (e.g., in rank ordering).
However, *w could never approach the ideal because when it is in &dquo;free space&dquo; (i.e., when the bit-vector is all zeros), there is no information to guide it to food. In such situations, wandering consistently in a certain direction5 until the bit-vector is not all zeros is a sensible behavior (in comparison to moving in a random direction on each step and relying on drunkard's-walk phenomena). Such drifting arises as a consequence of the heavy reinforcement given to any classifier rule employed while in free space that leads to the discovery of food shortly afterwards. Those rules will become much stronger than other free-space rules (i.e., those that match all-zero bit-vectors) and hence will come to dominate future moves in free space, thereby increasing their chances of receiving further subsequent reinforcement. Occasionally, other free-space rules may be selected by chance which lead to the animat moving into non-free-space positions, in which case they will receive appropriate reinforcement, and the dominant drift-direction may change. Because the drift cannot be guaranteed always to be in the direction of the nearest F, this emergent drifting behavior dooms the animat to suboptimal search; and because the search in free-space is suboptimal, the average behavior of mature *w cannot be expected to match too closely the expected ideal average behavior. Having satisfied ourselves with an understanding of the observed average behavior of mature *w, we set about altering the sensory field and recording any resultant deviations in average mature behavior.
Altering the sensory fields
In altering the sensory field (SF), we imposed constraints in order to limit the space of possible SFs considered. The constraints we employed were somewhat ad hoc, but were inspired by considerations of real (biological) vision. First, we constrained all the SFs to have exactly eight cells, the same number as for *w (increasing or decreasing the number of cells severely complicates any comparisons as the dimensionality of the animat's sensory space is altered). Second, we ensured that the altered SFs were bilaterally symmetrical about the north-south line through the animat's cell. Third, we constrained the layout of the SF so that each cell was connected to either the animat or another SF cell in one of the four directions (north, south, east, or west).
Finally, we arbitrarily biased the alterations to produce south-heavy SFs: That is, we required that the alterations move SF cells from the north half to the south half of the animat's surrounding cells. This halved the space of possible SFs we had to consider, because it eliminated north-heavy fields, which were merely reflections of south-heavy ones. This had the effect of introducing &dquo;blind spots&dquo; on the north side of the animat. Nevertheless, the toroidal nature of animat's world allowed the animat, in principle, always to move south (where its vision is better) and hence to avoid moving in a direction in which it is blind.
We have experimented with a number of different SF designs, each of which was labeled with an arbitrarily chosen identifying letter. The SFs we investigated are illustrated, along with experimental results, in Figures 6 through 12. These SFs were selected because they are all analogous, in a sense, to feasible visual sampling strategies. Wilson's animat *w can detect objects of interest only in its immediate surroundings, whereas animats *S, *t, and *v can sense objects at a greater distance but have suffered a corresponding loss in the angular extent of their SFs. Metaphorically, we can think of *w as being equipped with wide-angle vision, whereas *S, *t, and *v have telephoto vision. The animats displayed here can be roughly positioned on a continuum running from *w to *v. Whereas *w might be considered to have an SF that maximizes the coverage of its field (at the expense of its degree of look-ahead), the SF for *v is maximizing look-ahead but, as a consequence, has very narrow coverage-*v can see well in only one direction. The other animats can be thought of as exhibiting trade-offs, to greater and lesser degrees, between depth and breadth of coverage. 
Results
Having devised these new SFs, we set about investigating their effects on the animat's behavior. Each SF was tested by observing epochs of 1200 animats (each in their own solitary environment) for every SF pattern. Each animat was tested over 8000 trials (i.e., each SF was tested in 1200 animats x 8000 food-finding tasks). In Figures 6 through 12, the results from testing mature animats are shown alongside the SF for the animat. The results are presented using the format introduced in Figure 3 .
Discussion
As can be seen from the figures, the observed movements for all the mature animats with altered SFs show significant variations from the results for *w (see Fig. 3 ). The severity of the variation (and, to some extent, the nature of the variation) appears to be related to the severity of the alteration in SF (i.e., the degree of southward bias introduced). Nevertheless, even *a (whose SF differs from *w's SF by only one cell) clearly shows variations in movement patterns: More movements with a southern component are made, with a corresponding reduction in northward movements. Clearly, the adaptive mechanisms employed in the animat have served to ensure that animats with particular SFs interact with a particular environment in a productive manner. Put most simply, this demonstrates that it is sensible behavior for an agent to move in the direction where it has most sensory information: If *a moves in a direction where sensory information is poor (e.g., due north, where it has a blind spot), there is the danger that it will hit an unseen T obstacle.
The reduction in the proportion of moves with a northward component is in sharp contrast to the ideal animat behavior shown in Figure 5 , where moves northeast and northwest are proportionately higher than moves in directions west, east, or south. Indeed, in all the non-*w animats, the proportions of northwest and northeast movements are reduced, which indicates that the preference for moving in directions where there is good sensory information is highly favored. For the sake of argument, we'll call this observation the most-safe hypothesis and state it thus:
It is an adaptive behavior for the animat to move in the direction for which it has most sensory information, so as to avoid unseen hazards lurking in areas of poor or zero sensory information.
As will be seen, the most-safe hypothesis is a straw man. The situation is not as simple as this hypothesis would have us believe. If the animat were simply moving in the direction where it has most sensory information, then the most-safe hypothesis should hold for two limiting cases: o When there is no direction of movement that has more sensory information than any other, the hypothesis implies that no direction will be favored above any other. This is the case with *w and, as was discussed in section 3.2.2, interactions with the environment have to be considered. Nevertheless, the minor deviations from a uniform distribution that are seen in the results for *w could be explained as environmental effects, and the most-safe hypothesis may still hold. o When the SF samples solely in one direction, the hypothesis implies that the mature animat should move only in that direction. Examination of Figure 12 makes it clear that though *v has such a limiting-case SF, its results do not support the hypothesis as directions other than south comprise significant proportions of the total observed moves.
Therefore, the results for *v (and indeed the results for other animats with heavy southward biases in their SFs) force some revision of the most-safe hypothesis. To clarify the situation further, we curtailed our observations at the population level (i.e., observing average behavior, as defined earlier) and turned to analysis at the individual level (i.e., observing individual mature animats). Here, as with *w, we noticed that animats with altered SFs developed preferences for drifting in particular directions when in free space and, also as with *w, the preferred direction varied from animat to animat for each of the SFs examined. We found that the drift direction for a given individual often was not in the direction of most sensory information.
By monitoring the behavior of the animats at both levels, we revised our hypothesis in the following manner: The differences between observed behavior patterns and those expected under the most-safe hypothesis could be due to the number of new cells sampled by the SF for each direction of movement. By new cells we mean those cells that come within the SF after a step is made, that were not sampled by the SF before the step was made. This does not include a previously unseen cell onto which the animat has moved itself (because the animat can act only on the basis of cells sampled by the SF). Illustration of the number of new cells uncovered on each move is shown in Figure 13 .
As can be seen from Figure 13 , there is some similarity between the new-cell data and the experimental results. The data in this figure is primarily important in helping us understand why the most-safe hypothesis is inadequate. A good movement policy for the animat when in free space (as defined in section 3.2.2) is not to move in the direction where most sensory data is currently available but to move in a manner that attempts to maximize the uptake of new information from the environment on each time step. Naturally, once an F falls within the SF, this policy should be abandoned in favor of the animat taking a direct path toward the F. This is well illustrated by the following gedanken experiment. If *v always moves south in free space (with, for example, occasional or random westward or eastward movements to break cyclic paths on the toroid), it uncovers only one new cell on each step. It is better for *v to drift in directions with either an east or a west component until an F comes within the SP At that point, it should travel south in order to move onto the food. If we choose to use intentional language, we could say that in the east-west movements the animat is seeking food, whereas in the southward movements the animat is approaching food.
There remain, however, a couple of unresolved issues in this version of events. The first concerns the lack of memory in the animat. For example, if *v travels east or west and finds an F to the south, with a T north of the F but south of the animat (i.e., the T blocks the animat from taking a due-south course to the F), then the animat will have to side step the T and will, in the process, lose sensory contact with the F. If there are appropriate regularities in the environment, then this may not be a problem, but if the sidestep takes *v into free space, then it requires some internal state to determine the directions it should move in free space (e.g., &dquo;one move south, then one move south-west&dquo;) in order to return to the previously seen F. However, as the animat has no memory, it is unable to learn to maneuver around obstacles in order to move onto previously seen food. This problem could feasibly be resolved by alteration or extension of the animat's adaptive mechanisms, but that is beyond the scope of the work reported here. Nevertheless, if *v's SF is entirely blank except for a T at the southmost cell, it still makes sense in woods7 to move south toward the T, because the T indicates the likelihood of a nearby F.
The second issue is an echo of the most-safe hypothesis. For *v, moving in any direction other than south is risky, in that the animat will be moving onto an unseen cell. If it moves north, it samples no new sensory information and runs the risk of colliding with a T. However, for the other six directions, it runs a risk of collision but gains the advantage of sampling eight new cells, and the risk is the same for each of the six directions. Thus, we would expect populations of mature *v to move south frequently (when approaching food) and to drift equally in all other directions except north. This is a fairly close qualitative description of the experimental observations (see Fig. 12 ). Similarly, for the animats with enlarged southern diagonal movements (i.e., *b, *f, *g, and *t), drifting southeast or southwest is preferable to drifting northeast or northwest, because the northern diagonal movements run the risk of an unseen collision, whereas the southern diagonal movements place the animat onto a safe cell sampled by the SF before the step was made. Again, this analysis appears to account, at the qualitative level, for the experimental observations. This issue of cautious drifting seems to be the final point necessary to explain the experimental results qualitatively. The most-safe hypothesis was correct insofar as it applies to the issue of caution, but there is a further interaction between the gains offered by sampling as much new sensory information as possible on each time step and the need for switching between seek and approach behaviors. Although these issues could be explored further (and perhaps deserve to be), we defer more detailed analysis of the relationship between these issues pending the discussion in section 4 of the generality and extensibility of work such as the animat experiments reported here. Next we discuss similarities between the behavioral patterns identified in the animats and behaviors in real animals.
Biological similarities
At first glance, the abstract and idealized nature of Wilson's animat may seem so far removed from reality that the prospects for results from the animat being relevant to studies of biological systems appear very slim. Yet we believe there are significant similarities between our explanation of the performance of the animats, in terms of cautious seek-approach behaviors, and the observable flight behavior of male hoverflies.
Male hoverflies of the species Syritta pipiens have foveal vision systems that they use to track female flies in order to find a mate (Collett & Land, 1975) . Using a mathematical model of male S. pipiens' optical anatomy (discussed further in Appendix B; see also Cliff, 1992) , it is possible to derive the SF for tracking female flies (i.e., the field surrounding the male fly in which a female fly is visible. (Beyond a certain distance, the resolution of the male's eyes makes the female virtually undetectable. _ Because the resolution of the male's eye is spatially variant, this distance varies over the visual field.) The mate-detecting SF for S. pipiens is illustrated in Figure 14 .
Hoverflies can move rather like helicopters, in that they can hover stationary in the air for extended periods of time and can fly at any angle to their longitudinal axis from forward, through sideways, to backward. When male S. pipiens are not actively tracking a female target, they tend to engage in &dquo;cruising&dquo; flights, where they fly around with no apparent purpose. While cruising, the flies do not always fly in the direction they are pointing: For intermittent limited periods during cruising flight, S. pipiens will fly at nonzero angles to the longitudinal axis. Assuming that this requires extra effort on the part of the fly (e.g., in actually changing the angle of the body and in countering the extra aerodynamic drag experienced) and that the flies have not evolved to waste effort on pointless flight maneuvers (there is no evidence to suggest that this is a display mechanism), we seek an explanation for this behavior.
An adaptive motivation for cruising flight can be proposed, which is supported by the observations of the animats with fovea-like SFs: Hovering at fixed location and orientation samples only a fixed, limited portion of the optic array; target detection is then a passive process dependent on a female fortuitously flying within the tracking fly's detection zone. Therefore, if the fly is continuously moving, a greater proportion of the optic array is sampled over a given period of time.
Figure 14
Horizontal-plane sensory field for visual mate detection m male Syritta pipiens. Females at approximately the same altitude as the male, which are within the sensory-field contour (broken line), may be detected; outside the contour, they are considered undetectable. Dorsal view: Male's head is shown as a circle, thorax and abdomen as a bar. The contour is drawn to scale, with the fly enlarged by a factor of 5 for clarity, To the rear, the male has a blind zone of 5t5 60 degrees. See text for further details.
Figure 15
Syritta pipiens flying m a straight line (where sensory information is best) while always facing in the direction of flight sweeps a long thin area of the optic array in the plane of the detection zone. Fly shown enlarged by a factor of 3 for clarity.
Furthermore, continuous forward cruising flight does not make efficient use of the tracking fly's detection zone: Sporadic periods of sideways flight allow for more efficient sampling of the optic array. The forward extension of the detection zone provided by the increased resolution in the fovea can be used to &dquo;sweep&dquo; deeper sections of the optic array when the direction of flight makes nonzero angles with the fly's long axis. Figures 15 and 16 illustrate this for an idealized period of linear Sideways cruising by Syritta pipiens extends the effective detection zone. Shown is the detection-zone sweep when the fly briefly switches to sideways cruising, where the body onentation makes a nonzero angle with the direction of flight and the direction of flight is constant. Comparison with the sweep shown in Figure 15 clearly reveals that a larger area of the optic array is sampled when briefly flying sideways, Fly shown enlarged by a factor of 3 for clarity. flight. To demonstrate that this idealized linear flight path is not too distant from reality, the reader is referred to Collett and Land (1975, pp. 11-17, especially Fig. 10) .
The greatest sampling of the optic array is given when the fly travels at a 90degree angle to its long axis. However, flying at this orientation would lead to high angular velocities on the fovea and a decreased ability to detect oncoming obstacles or predators in the direction of flight. Such trade-offs lead to a situation wherein only limited periods of sideways cruising, at angles smaller than 90 degrees, would be expected. Such is the case for S. pipiens (Collett & Land, 1975, p. 14, Fig. 12 ). Thus it seems that this aspect of S. pipiens's flight behavior can be explained as an attempt to increase the sensory sampling of the environment without unduly increasing the risk of flying in a direction where there is no sensory information. The work discussed in this article has demonstrated that the adaptive mechanisms in Wilson's animat can lead to differing observable behaviors in animats with different SFs. This leads to the hypothesis that patterns of adaptive behavior are dependent on the interaction of the animat's SF with a particular (class of) environment and that observed patterns of behavior can be explained as an interaction among three phenomena:
Seeking, where the animat moves in a manner that attempts to maximize the receipt of new information from the environment over time in order to identify areas of the environment where a payoff (F) may be found. Approaching, where the animat moves toward areas of the environment likely to provide payoff. Caution, where the animat is more likely to make seeking movements in directions that do not involve the animat moving onto cells that were previously unsampled, because of the risks of unseen hazards. Furthermore, the results from the animat studies were seen to be comparable with the biological data. z 4 Future Prospects , < As was mentioned in section 3.1, our intention was qualitative observation of variations in average behavior arising from alterations in SF pattern. To an extent, we have achieved this aim, but further work is required to elucidate precisely the relationship between the factors discussed herein.
Though we have considered various manners in which this work could be extended, we have misgivings about the generality of any future work. To go much further may well increase the dependence of the interpretations on the peculiarities of agents such as the animats we described: the discrete nature of the cellular environment; the lack of any real dynamics in the environment other than those introduced by the animat's own motion; the conveniently forgiving nature of the animat's perceptual and motor mechanisms; the solitary nature of the animat's existence ; and the lack of anything corresponding to energy expenditure or uptake in the location and consumption of food. Any or all of these simplifying assumptions are , likely to provide serious obstacles in generalizing more detailed analyses (qualitative or quantitative) of the effects of SF pattern on observable behaviors. Furthermore, there are a large number of free parameters whose variation we have not explored here (see Appendix A).
Indeed, probably the most important factor not discussed thus far is the role of evolution in determining the sensory sampling strategy of an agent: It is reasonable to assume that sensory sampling strategies in real animals are tailored to particular environments or ecological niches by Darwinian processes. This is in sharp contrast to the work discussed here, where the SFs (for each animat) are both predetermined and unalterable. The animats we described could possibly have been linked to a genetic algorithm, with the intention of evolving SFs that best served the animat's search problem, but we believe that diminishing returns will ensue: The simplifications just enumerated are likely to interfere with the formulation and interpretation of such a system. Nevertheless, if great care is taken, Wilson's animat approach may still yield useful insights into sensorimotor coordination strategies in autonomous agents, both biological and artificial. Recent work with such simulated animat worlds has advanced toward grounding the animat's interactions with its environment in a simple physics where energy is gained from food and lost in interactions with the environment (such as moving within it), and has moved away from solitary animats to studies of interactions at the group level (Ackley & Littman, 1991; Todd & Wilson, 1993; Werner & Dyer, 1993) . These developments provide a firmer foundation for studies involving the alteration of SF patterns under genetic control. There are certainly numerous other directions in which this work could be taken, but it is difficult to determine in advance whether they will be productive; some creative experimentation seems in order.
Having satisfied ourselves with the indications from the animats with altered SFs, we are now examining related issues within the framework of concurrent evolution of sensory sampling strategies (i.e., visual morphologies) and neural-network controllers for visually guided robots. For further details see the article &dquo;Explorations in Evolutionary Robotics&dquo; in this issue.
Conclusions
We have qualitatively explored the effects of varying the SF profile of Wilson's animat. We have demonstrated that the variations have a significant effect on the animat's external observable behavior. The simplifying assumptions and minimalism of the approach have been vindicated, in that we have identified important factors governing the interplay among SF, environment, and behavior, which seem to be true of both animats and animals. Nonetheless, complexity barriers are likely to be encountered as the approach is extended. For truly general results, the noisy, continuous, dynamical, and unforgiving nature of real worlds should not be ignored any longer.
Appendix A: Parameter Values
The following parameter values were used for the animat work reported in this article: classifier population size = 250; initial distance estimate = 40; Pr(bit-vector element is wild card in initial population) = 0.15; initial classifier strength = 100; antilooping tax = 0.10; E = 0.05; Pr(genetic event after food found) = 0.20; Pr(crossover) = 0.5; Pr(random classifier creation) = 0.005; payoff = 1000. The animat system was written in C running on Sun SPARC workstations. Here we give details of how the detection zone shown in Figure 14 was derived.
The most complete account of the anatomy and optics of Syritta pipiens is given in Collett and Land (1975) , and the model used to generate Figure 14 was based on their published data.
S. pipiens' head is approximately hemispherical, with the pole of the hemisphere being roughly on the fly's long axis. The surface of the compound eyes occupies much of the surface of the head. Collett and Land's data mainly describe the optics along the horizontal (equatorial) midline of the eye. The detection zone shown in the figures is based on a two-dimensional analysis, in the same horizontal plane as the midline analyzed by Collett and Land (1975) . It is assumed that the target fly is at approximately the same altitude as the tracking fly: The rationale for this assumption, and supporting analysis, is discussed in Cliff (1992) .
The eye surface is referred to here as the fly's retina. In male S. pipiens, the angle of view of a photoreceptor unit at a given point on the retina generally makes a nonzero angle with the normal to the retinal surface at that point. This allows the hemispherical retina to sample a total solid angle of approximately 300 degrees. The area of the retina within approximately 13 degrees of arc off the long axis samples the area of the optic array 0 to 5 degrees off the long axis: This roughly defines the foveal region. Collett and Land provide data (1975, p. 6, Fig. 3 ) for how the direction of view varies around the horizontal midline. They note that the angle of view varies approximately linearly in the foveal region, with the linearity reducing toward the periphery. This is incorporated in the eye model used for our Figure 14 , but a small region of frontally directed binocular overlap found in male S. pipiens is not. Here it suffices to note that the eye model defines a function V that relates the off-axis eccentricity6 (0,) of a point on the retina to the off-axis view-direction (0e) at that point: 0, = V(0r). In accordance with the biological data, V is continuous, being linear in 6, in the foveal region and quadratic in the periphery. (See Cliff [1992] for comparative illustration of the view-directions in S. pipiens and those produced using V.)
The boundary of the detection zone in Figure 14 marks the distance at which a target object (with dimensions similar to those of the body of a female S. pipiens) is no longer detectable by the male fly's photoreceptor sampling that portion of the visual field occupied by the target object. The derivation assumes that vision in male S. pipiens is not subject to hyperacuity (i.e., cannot resolve visual angles smaller than the angle of acceptance of individual photoreceptors). Thus the target fly is assumed to be out of visual range once its maximum horizontal subtense in the visual field is less than the horizontal angle of acceptance of a single photoreceptor. The horizontal angles of acceptance of the photoreceptors were calculated by measuring the change in Be over the portion of the eye surface occupied by that photoreceptor. Each photoreceptor's position and extent on the retinal surface was modeled by converting Collett and Land's facet-separation data (Collett & Land, 1975, p. 7, Fig. 4 ) (given in spatial measures) to angular measures (i.e., 9,), assuming the eye surface is a perfect sphere with a radius of approximately 1.1 mm. Given the maximum horizontal extent of the target and the angle of acceptance of the photoreceptor, straightforward trigonometry allows one to determine the maximum distance at which the target is still within visual range.
